Summer Writing Challenge
We would love you all to try and complete one challenge a week. We would love you to share any pictures of you completing these activities on the school
Twitter feed so tweet to @huncoteprimary or email pictures of you working - remember to send it to your current teacher as we want to see your work. Write away!

.

Celebrate one of your favourite
words by turning it into
an acrostic poem!

Describe a room in your house from a
unique point of view—like an insect’s or
a dog’s. What would they think about
the room?
Or imagine a visitor is coming to stay in
your house. Write labels on post-its to
help them find where to put things.

If a pet could email its owner,
what would it say? Create an
email for this!
Or make a postcard from the pet
to its owner.

Create a tribute to your
favourite food! Use words
and pictures!

Which two numbers would argue the most?
Answer this creatively!
Or imagine 2 monsters were arguing. What do
they look like and what would they say to each
other? You could draw them and use speech
bubbles to show what they were saying.

‘Convince Mrs C’
Think of a school rule that you don’t
like. Write down your reasons why you
don’t like it. Or why not suggest a new
one giving reasons for your idea.

Launch a list or write a creative
description that captures your idea of
a ‘perfect day’! (mine would include a
beach, cats, football, endless pizza…)
Remember —you can draw and label
your list.

Create a comic strip with you as the main
character.

Write a revolting recipe for a witch’s
favourite meal.

Or imagine you are a secret superhero. Draw
a picture of you being a superhero and say
what your special powers are!

‘’Eye of newt, toe of frog’’
Remember you can draw your answer.

